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Mark: Seth a New Year approaches. Shall we put together the Forecast for 2011 today, at
least begin it maybe?
Seth: Mark I am prepared to provide the prophecy for our readers at any time you wish. I
am eager to complete our yearly task. (humorously)
Mark: Great, then I guess you can begin where you begin.
Seth: As is our custom, we shall begin with the Financial Realm. However, first let me
pat myself on the back for our previous forecasts. We have achieved a high degree of
accuracy here. I refer the interested reader to those forecasts.
Financial
Now: In our last forecast I suggested that an economic recovery would not begin in
earnest during 2010, but would begin in 2011. You are quite on track in your US to
experience what you might call a “manufactured” recovery. This will be a “wag the dog”
scenario, as you call it, in which the economic data is manipulated to give the appearance
of a recovery. There will be some growth in your economy that will be noted as proof of
this recovery, but for the most part, the recovery will be the result of the lightening of the
mood created by the continuing bright forecasts from your White House. This is a selffulfilling prophecy. You continually tell the people that they are experiencing economic
growth, and they begin to create that reality individually and thus collectively. It is a
perception. Yet below the rosy pictures painted by your leaders lies the truth of the
matter. Your capitalistic system in the West is disintegrating. It is rapidly becoming
something else as your Global Elite, the super rich, continue to funnel the resources of the
world into their private accounts.
I have previously spoken of the growth of trade and bartering systems among small
collectives in your US. This trend will continue, out of necessity, you see. Food will
become expensive and so many of you will form co-operatives and share your locally
grown and processed foods, for that is what is required of you at this time. The idea of the
US as an economic giant is becoming tarnished as you allow your military and your
corporations to thrive at the expense of social systems that support individual citizens.

Europe
Europe will be a different matter. They have learned their Lessons for the most part and
will disengage from the lumbering giant of the US to build their own individual
economies. The European Union may fragment somewhat, as several players decide to go
it alone with a new strategy for independent development. Again, the Ruling Elite, the
true owners of your resources, are in charge in Europe and elsewhere. They are forcing
this economic apocalypse onto the people to create chaos and an opportunity to create a
controlled environment. With the austerity measures being instituted in Europe, the
Police State will become enlarged. It is obvious that those humans who have enjoyed a
certain level of prosperity in the past will rebel when forced to give up their economic
security. The police and the military will rigorously attempt to enforce the new austerity
measures in Europe.
However, the Visionary Leaders are rising to lead the common citizen. We will speak
more of this in the section on politics.
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China
China will continue to grow in power and influence in the world during this coming year.
Historical alliances with other countries in the region will be maintained and
strengthened, presenting a cohesive Asian financial market to counter the US and
European markets.
Social
Because you are in the middle of the Shift, you are witnessing the transformation of your
social systems. In the US, as your capitalistic system crumbles, the social order built upon
it must also transform. You will see the “return to the Earth” movement grow in strength
and numbers in the next year. Many of you will grow your own food and create your own
energy. Again, of necessity will many of you begin to simplify your lives. Massive
unemployment among the citizens will force many of you to consider different paths to
create value for your families. In other words, the idea that you must work for an
employer at a low rate of pay, perhaps doing something you detest, will be surrendered.
Huge numbers of unemployed workers will turn to their own ingenuity to create their own
jobs. These entrepreneurs we have spoken of in the past. They may be farmers, lawyers,
artists, scientists. They will cater to the needs of a growing class of awakening humans.
The emphasis will change from the acquisition of toys and expensive items to the trading
and bartering for necessities and the services that assist the human being in creating
health, wealth, and spiritual wisdom. This phenomenon will be so markedly different than
what was previously experienced by the average citizen that it will be common to hear of
former cynics and naysayers undergoing tremendous spiritual transformations, such that
they become advocates for the spiritual awakening of humanity.
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Decentralization
Your metropolitan centers in the US will break down under the burden of financial and
societal stress. You will begin to see in the coming year, the dissatisfaction with the status
quo becoming evident in protests of various kinds throughout the states. A form of
“buyer’s remorse” will take hold as the voters who brought into power your new congress
and the state legislatures, and so on, admit their disillusionment. Everyone across the
social spectrum, except of course the very rich, will be upset here, and this will be
reflected in riots in your cities and a growing meanness of spirit. As the cities become less
safe, families will move to the suburbs and the country. The metropolitan centers will
become strongholds for the wealthy only. The middle class citizens will try to find safety
away from the population centers.
Intentional Communities
The Vanguard of human consciousness of which we have spoken in our last few
forecasts, will continue to create intentional communities for themselves as an alternative
to living in the callous, increasingly violent cities. Collectives based on an appreciation
for your Mother Earth, Loving Understanding, compassion and other shared values will
continue to grow and prosper in the new year. I foresee independent radio and television
projects developing within these communities. The trend is toward decentralization.
These alternative communities will develop their own food sources, schools, even
political structures. Their communication systems will link up with other communities
that share a similarity of goals. These networks will grow “around” the mass
communication systems, such as your television networks, your Internet, your telephone
systems. Great strides in independent, innovative living will come of necessity in the
coming year. As your old systems crumble new ones must be instituted to take their place.
See also my passage on Visionary Leaders, for more on the concept of intentional
communities.
Political
As you may know, I have for several years now, foretold the emergence of an entire class
of Visionary Leaders onto the local, national, and international stages. Many of you may
be wondering just where these new leaders are to be found. It is quite true that your
system in the US is falling apart right before your eyes. There is no longer even a subtle
pretext of the politician “doing good” for the common citizen. They are out for
themselves, for themselves and the rich, and they now believe that it is OK to openly state
this to their constituencies. Now even though you will not see evidence of it in your
popular media for several more months, there is much good brewing within your political
sphere with regards to the creation of political parties of a different type than you may
know. First in Europe and then in your US, the mainstream political parties will be

challenged by multiple collectives of do-gooders, social reformers, Visionary Leaders,
and the like. You could say that the practices of your New Agers are creating this impetus
for change within the political systems of your countries throughout the world. The Shift
in Consciousness is being felt everywhere, you see, and so it is only natural for the Old
Guard to finally surrender the reins of control to the enlightened ones. Again, this may
sound like drivel to you as you read your stories in the newspapers and magazines created
by your Negative Media. However, something big is brewing. Some of you can feel it.
The Changing of the Guard is occurring just in time for millions of you to “save
yourselves.” That is all I will say on this subject for now. 9:31 PM
Spiritual
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The generalized spirituality that I described in the last forecast will spread and increase in
influence. The divine feminine, as we have described it elsewhere, will predominate in
this practice. The Ancient Wisdom of the divine matriarchy of your perceived past is the
"canon" of this new spiritual awakening. Yes it is pantheistic, for it honors ALL
expressions of the Divine. If you would remember my descriptions of The Source - of
ALL That Is - that I have given to you in the past and in my current projects, you would
get a feel for this new expression that is becoming paramount in the collective awareness
of the people in your timeframe. Now quite simply, it is your Internet and other forms of
instantaneous mass-communication that have brought this culmination of spiritual
thought to fruition. You do remember, that the Internet in actuality represents the literal
manifestation into physical form of the Inner Senses of mankind. Your Social Media
represent the exteriorization - the projection outward - of the inner world, of the
Telepathic Network that facilitates the communication between each Consciousness Unit
in the Third Dimension. This is a long-winded way to state the obvious: The Shift, the
Singularity, the 2012 phenomenon, all of these are upon you in earnest now. The
Underworld is rapidly becoming the physical world as immediate manifestation of
thought - positive and negative - into reality is experienced by the multitudes. You see, I
hope, how the spiritual is expressed in the technological in this way? 7:00 PM
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Probable Negative Events
Instances of Internet sabotage will occur as the Shadow Governments collude with the
elected governments. Terrorists will be blamed and draconian laws put into place to
“protect” the citizenry.
More man-made weather disasters will be created for political reasons, to frighten and
control. It will become difficult to identify a disaster as natural or man-made.
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The probability exists for the emergence onto the national scene in the US of violent
militia-like organizations under the broad leadership of figures from the Negative Media.
These leaders will be funded by the Shadow Government.
In Conclusion
As manifestation is speeding up so are positive and negative thoughts made manifest
spontaneously. Because you create your own reality, individually and collectively, you
will experience the fruits of your thoughts instantly. It is therefore now more important
than ever for you to watch your mentality and be on guard for thoughts of violence and
other negative creations. Change your thoughts to the positive when you notice yourself
straying into the domain of the Negative Entities.
As the value of money and work is being reconsidered by all of you, now is the time to
affirm for yourself what are your priorities. What do you truly wish to get out of your
existence? Your chosen values that you wish to fulfill in the remainder of your life will
determine the trajectory of your Reality Creation. Time is speeding up. The opportunity to
create the world of your dreams is upon you.
Now in relation to this last point, let me leave you with this comment on your New Age
collectives. You would do well, as a bringer of Light to your world, to link-up with New
Age communities around your Earth. You could say that the growth of the violent militias
may be countered through the growth of these healing communities of do-gooders.
Therefore, reach out on your Internet and through other media to those who are working
toward the same goals. The time for isolation as a solitary practitioner is over. The power
is in the collective now. Individual practitioners have an opportunity to empower
themselves and their collectives through intentionally working with their communities
toward the virtues of humanity. We have spoken of these virtues before. This is good
advice for all of you. Good luck in the coming year. SETH 11:47 AM

